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Photo Lab Manager
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College Photography
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Communications Specialist
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Photo Editor
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Corporate/Industrial
Photographer

WOODRUM-MEDIA

Portrait Studio
Owner

1619 N. Bowman Ave. Rd.
Danville, IL 61832

•

On the web at—

Les Woodrum got his
start in the Danville
area working for local
studios and photo labs
back in 1975. Since
then his experience has
included:

http://www.woodrum-media.com

A Little Bit About
The Photographer

WOODRUM-MEDIA
Your Solution for Creative
Wedding Photography
Specializing in Wedding
Photography,
Location Studio,
Commercial Photography
& Custom Lab Services

Besides his commercial experience, Les Woodrum’s photos have
been published in countless publications. He also exhibits his fineart photography in numerous galleries and museums throughout
the country.
Woodrum-Media has very competitive hourly rates, excellent
service, quick turn-around, and
the finest in artistic quality commercial photography in the Midwest.
Call Les at 217-443-4403 to quote
any of your photographic needs.

1619 N. Bowman Ave. Rd.
Danville, IL 61832

Phone: 217-443-4403
E-mail: info@woodrm-media.com
On the Web at:
http://www.woodrum-media.com

WEDDEING PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES
Les Woodrum
has been photographing weddings since 1975.
Les has photographed over 700
weddings in the
Illiana area. Les
has also taught
wedding photography, studio photography, web
page design, digital photography, and photo lab production to professional photographers all
over the central and southern United
States.

Les Woodrum doesn't try to book
every wedding customer that comes
through the door like other studios and
photographers. Les limits the number
of weddings he
shoots each season so he can
stay fresh and
creative. Les
Woodrum wants
to only photograph weddings
for clients who want the best in professional and creative wedding photography.
The customer can choose which format
to have the wedding photographed.
Traditional film provides higher quality
reprints and enlargements. Digital provides the client with a C.D. of all the
images so that they can produce their
own reprints.

Reprints and
Enlargements
8x10 - $16.00

5x7 - $12.00

11x14 - $32.00

5x5 - $10.00

Basic Wedding Package

16x20 - $100.00

4x5, 4x6 - $7.50

Consists of a minimum
of 120 color preview
prints placed in an
proof book album. Coverage consists of up to
three hours of the photographer's
time, most standard posed
photos and a few candid photos during the wedding (no
double exposures or special
effect photos).
$700.00

20x24 - $200.00

Standard Wedding Package
Consists of a minimum of 240 color preview prints placed in an
album. Coverage consists
of up to seven hours of the
photographer's time, three
to six double exposure
photos, most standard
posed
photos,
numerous
candlelight and candid photos.
$1,000

Wedding Rehearsal Coverage
Woodrum Multimedia will
photograph 24-36 photos
at your wedding rehearsal.
Add $75.00 to your chosen
package.

Wallets - $16.00 per set of 8 from same
proof

Powerpoint Presentations
Let Woodrum Multimedia produce a
memorable presentation for your reception that will not be forgotten by any of
your guests. We can take photos of the
bride and groom growing up and produce a slide show that will leave your
wedding guests in awe! Powerpoint
presentation prices vary depending
upon the complexity of the construction
(scans, number of photos, musical
choices, etc. To give you a ballpark
idea, a presentation where we have to
scan 100
photos,
and provide the
music and
data projector
would run
about
$300.00.
But the impression you would leave on
your wedding guests would be priceless!!!

